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Sometimes it’s a blessing and sometimes a lesson which you don’t want to learn. But life and
your in-laws will teach you life’s lessons the most when you want to avoid them the most. And
this show Hum AapKeHaiInlaws is all about the blessings and lessons, suggestions and
tensions we get from our in-laws because whether you want it or not, you like it or not, they will
rectify all your flaws because as they say “HUM AAPKE HAIN IN-LAWS!”

Hum AapkeHain In-Laws is a cheerful and light hearted comedy on SAB TV that traces the
journey of Gulshan Grover &Daminialong with that of his in laws who happen to be a blessing
as well as a nightmare by the sheer power of being his neighbours. The show explores the
twists, turns and adventures in day to day situations for Gulshan and his wife Damini as they
are surrounded by their inlaws who not only happen to be unconditionally loving but also
unintentionally interfering. While the loving and doting in-laws strive to make life simple for the
young couple, in the bargain they only land up complicating things. However, at the end of the
day it’s all about loving your in-laws.

For Karan Grover who plays Gulshan Grover and PoojaPihal who plays Damini Grover, this is
their first tryst with comedy. Karan, who is well-known for playing intense characters, will now
experiment with the genre of comedy that will surely win over your heart and make you laugh
out loud. This isPoojaPihal’s first tryst with comedy too;she has played extremely popular
characters in serials on small screen.

Sharing more about the show, Karan tells us, “My role is of a head-over-heels husband who
goes to unreasonable lengths to meet his wife’s demands. My character is hilarious and
extremely lovable because my acts and antics are always very innocently and unintentionally
funny! I have never tried my hand at humour but I’ve given it my best and I hope my audiences
love my new avatar.”
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On the launch of the new show, Mr. AnoojKapoor, EVP and Business Head, SAB TV shares,
“SAB TV has always propagated that ‘Aslimaaza SAB kesaathaatahai’ and we emphasize on
the importance of togetherness; our launch of the year ‘Hum AapkeHain In Laws is the perfect
reinforcement of our beliefs. This show is an endearing tale of the Grover family; it brings back
the joys of togetherness and beautifully depicts the endearing bond between a couple and their
in-laws.”
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